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IHAI BULLETIN
Greetings to all our members around the island of Ireland and abroad.

Foreward by Niall Colfer
As an archaeologist living and working in Dublin I am constantly aware of how Industrial Heritage
shapes how people experience and move through the city. Whether it is a drive down the Grand
or Royal Canals, a crossing over one of the many bridges in the city or going for a relaxing walk on
the Great South Wall, Dubliners interact with industrial structures on an almost daily basis (at least
pre-covid and hopefully soon again!). Indeed, Dubliners often refer the inner city area as being
‘between the canals’. Although Dublin is sometimes deemed to have been less industrialised than
Belfast in the northeast of the island, there are still many extant examples of industries that
highlight our industrial past visible in the city, including breweries, distilleries, mills of various
types and industrial infrastructure along the quays and Grand Canal Dock. In this Bulletin I offer
two examples of restoration works on industrial Heritage undertaken by Dublin City Council. The
first example was undertaken twenty years ago and comprises the success story of the restoration
of one of the most iconic industrial features in the city - the Ha’Penny Bridge. The second example
focuses on recent works and plans for Kilmainham Mill on the River Camac. With thanks to Patsy

Gorman, Senior Executive Engineer, Road Design & Construction Division, DCC and Darragh
Cunningham, CRES Dept., DCC.

Halfpenny Bridge (Liffey Bridge)
The pedestrian bridge was built in May 1816 over the River Liffey. Before the cast iron bridge was
built, a ferry operated but due to its poor condition the operator was informed that he had to
either fix the ferry or build a bridge. For a 100 years his company was allowed to extract a
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halfpenny toll from anyone crossing the bridge. Renovations were essential as the years passed
by. In 2001 the bridge had 27,000 pedestrians crossing every day and it became apparent that the
protected structure should be restored. The bridge was closed for renovations and reopened the
same year with the essential safety work and restoration carried out which included cracks repairs
to the cast iron arch ribs, strengthening and repair of the ornamental cast iron railings, provision
of a new deck, cleaning, painting and lighting works. The project won a Europa Nostra Award in
2002 in the category “Architectural Heritage”
History
The Ha’penny Bridge is a symbol of Dublin and features in various media releases. It is one of the
earliest iron bridges in Britain and Ireland and opened in May 1816.

Above: View of Ha’Penny Bridge By S.F.Brocas, C1818

toll did not exceed a half-penny – the charge on the ferry. It operated as a toll bridge until the 25th
March 1919 when ownership transferred to the local authority. Originally the bridge was called
the Wellington Bridge but also known as the Triangle and Metal Bridge and yet its official name
since 1836 is Liffey Bridge. However, in typical Dublin fashion it has been and will probably always
be known by association with the toll as the Ha’penny Bridge.
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Bridge Description
The Ha’penny bridge superstructure and railings are constructed in cast iron. Early cast iron
consisted of graphite flakes giving rise to low tensile strength and no ductility. Modern cast irons
(known as spheroidal graphite cast iron or ductile iron) undergo a process to transform graphite
flakes into a spheroidal form providing high strengths and ductility. The Ha’penny bridge arch form
takes advantage of the inherent material properties of cast iron, strong in compression but weak
in tension.
The bridge is a 3 m wide pedestrian single (140 feet & 6 inches = 42.8 m) span cast iron arch bridge
with a rise of 12 feet. The three superstructure arch ribs closely match the segment of an ellipse
with a 200 feet major axis and 25 feet minor axis. Each of the three arch ribs are formed in six
segments and bolted together at five diaphragms. Plan bracing is formed from cruciform, hollow
tubular and U shaped castings. The tie rods in the tubular members and diaphragm bolts are
wrought iron. The bridge is supported on granite abutments which are founded on limestone rock
close to the river bed.

Restoration Works
The bridge was closed for renovations with the essential safety work and restoration carried out
which included cracks repairs to the cast iron arch ribs, strengthening and repair of the ornamental
cast iron railings, provision of a new deck, cleaning, painting and lighting works. New ‘Bridge
Mouths’ were also added. These comprised walls which followed a spiral curve in plan and back to
back curves in elevation with coping

Above: The Ha’penny bridge before restoration works
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stones curved to match the quay walls. All of the site plant and materials were stored on a
20 m x 20 m floating pontoon on the River Liffey. Given large volumes of pedestrians (30,000 per
day) using the Ha’penny bridge, Dublin City Council agreed to provide a temporary bridge during
closure of the bridge.
The restoration works took less than a year with the bridge reopened in 2001. The project won a
Europa Nostra Award in 2002 in the category “Architectural Heritage”

Above: Ha’penny bridge post restoration works

Kilmainham Mill
Kilmainham Mill was originally built along the river Camac circa 1800 and functioned as a flour mill.
Various additional buildings have been added to the site dating from1856. The Mill changed use
from flour to cloth production in the latter part of the 19th century and continued in this use until
it closed in 2000. The Kilmainham mill complex appears to be the last remaining largely unaltered
early nineteenth century flour mill in the city of Dublin, and is likely the last remaining fulling
(textile) mill in Ireland. Following its closure the Mill complex fell into disrepair and dereliction. The
Mill remained in private ownership until Dec 2018 when the complex was purchased by Dublin
City Council.
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Above: Recent photo of the north-facing façade of Kilmainham Mill

Since taking ownership of the Mill complex in December 2018 DCC have undertaken a range of
surveys and investigations. Initial observations indicate a site of great significance and value, but
one that has been neglected for a long period of time and in very poor condition generally.
Inspections by experts in conservation, structural engineering, industrial heritage, asbestos and
Japanese knotweed have determined that a schedule of emergency stabilisation works are
urgently required to safeguard the fabric of the building and also to allow a full examination and
understanding of the site. The emergency stabilisation works will include fixing holes in the roof
structure, removal of collapsed floors and debris, temporary propping of all floors, the placement
of mesh protection on windows and the removal and treatment of extensive areas of asbestos. A
tender for these works was issued on the 6th March 2020. The subsequent Covid restrictions have
significantly impacted this leading to an inability to commence work by the contractor resulted in
the contractor pulling out of the project due to inflation in the market. A series of updated
investigations and costings took place in late 2021 and a fresh tender is currently on the open
market. It is hoped a new contractor will be on site in May 2022.
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Whilst conception and preliminary design are yet to begin the initial concept for the mill would see
an industrial heritage museum telling the story of the mill, which would then be supplemented by
4 floors of operational guild workshops providing an opportunity for visitor to see ancient crafts in
practice and even participate in classes and produce their own creations. This will be supported by
additional amenities within the complex including public realm space which could be used to house
Summer markets and events (see concepts below).
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Above: Concept images of possible future uses of Kilmainham Mill

Mourne Mountains Industrial Heritage Walking Tour:
A walking tour of the hidden industrial history of Hen Mountain and surrounding area
By tour guide Stephen Russell
This part of the Mournes is blessed with a rich cultural heritage spanning thousands of years all
written in stone.

Hen Mountain, on the western side of the Mourne Mountains

The walk of Hen Mountain takes in numerous industrial archaeology features, mainly the history
of stone cutting in the Mournes including the production of millstones going back to about the
15th century, gate post, kerb-stones and one of the few headstone quarries identified. We also
look at evidence of tenant’s evictions just prior to the great famine. The stories of these evictions
centre around Narcissus Batt (founder of the Belfast Bank and owner of the grand house at
Purdiesburn) desire to create a deer park. We will get a chance to see the “Batt’s wall” this wall
was built just about the time of the great famine and is believed to be part of a famine relief
project.
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We have been careful in the design of this walk to ensure its enjoyable and not a military
endurance course, rather it’s hoped that the walk has been tailored so as people of all fitness levels
and age can get out and about to see some of the (history written across our landscape) features
that this part of the world has to offer.

Website: www.wetwildhibernia.com

Bygone Days 10
Where were we on our Spring Tour in 2012 on such a beautiful day!

Finally, the answer to the ‘Bygone Days’ memory test in the last Bulletin
is the

road bridge and approach viaduct spanning the River

Blackwater by Lismore Castle in county Waterford.

